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Abstract—Time is a critical factor in the Urban Search &
Rescue operations immediately following natural and man-
made disasters. Building on our collaboration with first respon-
ders we identify a set of areas for improving response times:
victim detection in collapsed buildings, information storage and
collection about buildings (collapsed or not), detection of first
responder team separation and lost tools, and throughput and
latency of data delivered to first responders. In this paper,
we present the design (i.e., software/hardware architectures,
and the guiding design principles), implementation and re-
alistic evaluation of DistressNet, a system that targets the
aforementioned areas for reducing the Urban Search & Rescue
response time. DistressNet, built on COTS hardware and on
open standards and protocols, pushes complexity that the very
diverse Urban Search & Rescue scenarios pose, to user level
applications (apps). Apps in DistressNet run on unmodified
hardware ranging from smartphones, to motes and wireless
routers. For the benefit of the research community, we also
share some lessons learned during our experiences in the
design, building and evaluation of DistressNet.

Keywords-Wireless sensor networks, Disruption tolerant net-
working, Mobile ad hoc networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Natural and man-made disasters in large urban areas cause

increased loss of life and property due to the population den-

sity. Urban Search and Rescue (US&R) personnel specialize

in the “location, rescue (extrication), and initial medical

stabilization of victims trapped in confined spaces” [1]

especially in an urban/industrial setting (as opposed to

ground, mountain and battlefield search-and-rescue). The

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) of the

USA has created several task forces (28 TFs currently) spe-

cialized in US&R operations. During the Haiti earthquake,

FEMA/US&R were responsible for 47 of 134 lives rescued

as mentioned in [2]. Unfortunately, it also mentions that

many issues during the response were related to commu-

nication and situational awareness.

Computer scientists have looked at improving the ways in

which first responders interact with mission critical hardware

through human-computer interfaces. Recent advances in

computer networking research has resulted in many network

architectures and protocols focused on improving the dis-

aster response process. However, it is our opinion, formed

as a result of close collaboration with first responders, that

the field of US&R has not been sufficiently addressed. The

primary goal of DistressNet is to reduce the response time

of US&R personnel so that more lives can be saved. Our ap-

proach to meet the goal is to eliminate practical roadblocks

and enhance the situational awareness of first responders,

using a computer networking and wireless sensing paradigm.

The high level challenges faced are: 1) providing a robust

and reliable ad-hoc infrastructure that integrates a diverse

range of battery powered devices as well as third party

solutions, 2) high network and sensing performance (high

throughput, low delay, high accuracy) in such an ad-hoc en-

vironment where mobility is low and inter-node contacts are

scarce, and 3) low resource consumption (storage capacity,

energy) while achieving high performance in such a system.

The above challenges are too diverse to fully address in

a single paper. Instead, we tackle the research questions

in some of the challenges represented by four responder

requirements, gathered from interactions with first respon-

ders. Qualitative requirements like smart seismic monitoring

for victim detection under a rubble pile and the digitizing

of FEMA US&R wall markings are proposed. Quantitative

requirements include the design of an algorithm for de-

tecting network topology fragmentation with minimal com-

munication overhead, yet achieving a bounded delay. High

situational awareness can be realized with large network

throughput and reduced delay, which necessitates the need

for optimal placement of limited hardware in the network.

The design principles behind DistressNet and the lessons

learned during its evaluation are also discussed.

Concretely, the contributions of this paper are: 1) the

first (to the best of our knowledge) system which addresses

US&R requirements, 2) a set of applications motivated by

requirements gathered from interactions with first responders

and the few available FEMA/US&R documents, 3) a set

of design principles for mitigating issues encountered in

previous deployments, 4) evaluation in a realistic setting and

5) lessons learned during the design and evaluation process.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Section II presents the responder requirements and discusses

related work. Section III details the design principles and

implementation. Applications are discussed in Section IV

and evaluated in Section V. Sections VI and VII conclude

the paper with lessons learned during our system implemen-

tation and evaluation, and conclusions.
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II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

DistressNet targets US&R operations over the geograph-

ical area of a large scale disaster, and not a medical triage.

Unlike a block level emergency, there may be no usable

communication or power infrastructure in the stricken area.

The command and control center (C2) is situated outside

the area and has limited access to infrastructure. Due to

cost/energy considerations, mobile satellite internet access

points (e.g., MERS) are uncommon. In this section, we list

the responder requirements in such a setting, and how they

affect the last victim rescue time (LVRT). We define LVRT

as the time until the last victim is rescued, reckoned from

the start of the disaster.

A. US&R Responder Requirements

DistressNet was built over two years, based on inputs

from first responders as well as iterative improvements from

implementing various design choices. The FEMA equipment

cache list [3] gives the reader an idea for the size, cost and

bulk of equipment currently used by US&R teams. Based

on this list and interaction with Texas Task Force 1 US&R

we outline the responder requirements, how they affect the

LVRT, and their relation to computer network metrics.

Qualitative Requirements

These requirements indirectly reduce LVRT by reducing

the time required for personnel to perform their tasks, by en-

hancing the quality of available data using new methodology

or technologies and also by removing practical roadblocks.

REQ1: Smart Victim Detection Under Rubble: Highly

sensitive seismic sensors that pick up vibration from a rubble

pile were used during the 9/11 emergency to locate trapped

victims [4]. First responders can listen for human voices or

activity through attached headphones, and can locate them

by asking victims to tap on nearby pipes. However, the low

frequency sound created by shaking buildings and nearby

human activity interferes with this detection process [4].

Filtering the noise automatically reduces the LVRT by 1)

eliminating the “All Quiet” condition required for seismic

sensor use (which halts rescue efforts in the immediate

surroundings); and 2) enabling the re-deployment of on-site

personnel to other areas of the disaster.

REQ2: Digitized Building Information: Whenever US&R

teams search buildings, the search status of the building is in-

dicated using markings (called X-codes, FEMA/INSARAG

format) painted in day-glo orange on walls (tagging), for

the benefit of other teams. This includes data like the last

search date/time, presence of hazards etc. Digitizing such

tags using low power motes will provide the C2 with

high situational awareness due to the variety of information

that can be sensed on motes. By digitizing building tags

and enabling automated data collection, resources can be

efficiently allocated by the C2, thus improving the LVRT.

Quantitative Requirements

These requirements reduce the LVRT by improving exist-

ing metrics, such as aggregate network throughput and the

time taken to detect a separation in the team. In DistressNet,

they are networking related solutions and improve metrics

typically addressed by networking research.

REQ3: Fast Team Separation Detection: During US&R

operations in a collapsed building, team members may

become separated from each other due to falling beams, or

they may lose vital tools accidentally. The LVRT increases

due to such issues, primarily because of the delay in noticing

separation and accounting for missing tools. We present an

algorithm that lets each team member know of any separa-

tion in the team independent of the team size, even when the

separation or “cut” occurs many hops away. Team separation

detection delay is measured in seconds. An app installed on

a smartphone, alerts a first responder immediately after a

missing tools or team members, enabling recovery from the

situation within seconds and hence improving the LVRT.

REQ4: Improved Situational Awareness: Situational

Awareness can be improved with a large amount of accurate

data at a high temporal and spatial resolution being made

available periodically with the least delay. However, this

task is challenging because the network is fragmented due

to the size of the area. Much of previous research has

been devoted to improving network performance metrics like

throughput, packet delivery ratio and delivery latency. We

quantitatively measure situational awareness by aggregate

throughput in Kbps and delivery latency in seconds. By

placing additional hardware, the aggregate throughput of the

network is increased and the end-to-end delay is decreased,

providing the C2 with increased situational awareness and

hence improving the LVRT.

B. Related Work

In this section we review the large body of work related

to disaster response and the four requirements listed above.

While the medical triage area in a disaster has received much

attention from academia as well as industry, we feel that

needs of urban search and rescue personnel in the “field”

have not been sufficiently addressed.

The Wireless Internet Information System for Medical Re-

sponse in Disasters (WIISARD) [5][6][7] is a 802.11 based

wireless mesh network (WMN) tailored to provide effective

medical response in the event of a disaster. [5] proposes

the WIISARD Communication Protocol (WCP) which is

a gossip based protocol for data dissemination, and shows

that link properties vary between the different stages of the

rescue drill. Mobile clients like PDAs and laptops roam

around the geographical area while being connected to the

Internet via multiple backhaul connections [8]. Digital tags

on patients [9] are read by medical personnel using PDAs.

Changes to such digital records are tracked and can be easily

rolled back in case of conflict due to multiple simultaneous
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Figure 1. Schematic of a DistressNet deployment showing all components. Data generated by BTag and Seismic Sensors is ferried to the Base Station
using Vehicle Nodes. A Data Waypoint improves the data transfer process by creating a contact opportunity between two Vehicle Nodes.

editing. The primary difference between DistressNet and

the latest version of WIISARD [5] is that DistressNet is

designed for the needs of urban search and rescue personnel

when operations occur over a large geographical area. While

medical triage is handled by WIISARD, DistressNet ad-

dress US&R operations like searching for survivors building

rubble and building monitoring using low power 802.15.4

devices. As stated in [5], the major contribution is not WCP

itself, but the characterization of link quality and human

mobility patterns during the medical triage phase.

Project RESCUE [10] provides an overview of a Wireless

Mesh Network (WMN) for effective emergency response.

[11], [12] argue for a WMN to be used in disaster response.

It cites several shortcomings in several real use cases which

provide a baseline comparison to such systems. In [13], a hy-

brid WMN makes use of wireless WANs as a back haul link

to access traditional networks. Several portable networked

devices make use of routers affixed to lamp posts in order

to achieve network connectivity. The SAFIRE project [14]

deals with situational awareness for firefighters. Among the

many problems dealt with are reliable data dissemination

over ad hoc networks. Responders use a WiFi enabled tablet

which uses a central push-pull method of data movement.

The intended purpose is for use in a local emergency, and not

a region wide disaster. [15] has commercial offerings which

accomplish network centric warfare. Based on the limited

details available, the system offers robust middleware based

on 802.11 and/or WiMax based networking. To the best

of our knowledge, these systems assume an AC powered

connected network and do not offer integration of low power

smart devices.

[15] has commercial offerings which accomplish network

centric warfare. To the best of our knowledge, these systems

assume a powered, connected network and do not offer

integration of low power smart devices. Additionally, they

address spatially localized disasters or the triage area of

disasters which occur over a large area.

Seismic sensing has been used alongside WSNs to predict

volcano activity [16], perform intrusion detection based

on footstep detection [17] and heritage building monitor-

ing [18]. In [19], footstep data is analyzed in a variety of en-

vironments. In this paper, we do not address footstep detec-

tion, but instead evaluate an unsupervised, autonomous noise

filtering algorithm using a KNN classifier on a resource-

limited embedded device attached to a seismic sensor.

Delay tolerant networking (DTN) has been proposed as a

solution for fragmented networks spread over a large area.

[20] proposes the use of DTN in a network architecture for

disaster response from an information sharing perspective,

but does not provide an implementation. Dieselnet and the

DOME testbed [21] provide rich information about imple-

menting routing protocols [22]. In [23], data is collected

from sensors deployed in a wildlife tracking environment

leveraging the frequent movement of zoologists and scien-

tists in the area. However, these systems do not address

disaster response.

The problem of intelligent placement of relays to improve

the performance of mobile DTNs have been studied [24],

[25]. [24] presents a scheme to deploy relays, called throw-

boxes, in mobile DTNs to maximize data rate between

mobile nodes. In [26], analysis on the performance of

different relay strategies is presented. [25] later considers

other types of infrastructures such as mesh networks and

provide cost-performance trade-offs. In this paper, we show

that the amount of data transferred between a static and

a mobile node depends on the MTU at the network layer,

and factor it into the mathematical theory behind waypoint

placement. We consider maximization of the end-to-end

aggregate throughput in the network and not the data rate

between nodes. It is important to note that the amount of

unique data passed between nodes has to be maximized since

the total data that can be passed is bounded. Additionally,

we implement the resulting source routing protocol and

waypoint placement algorithm in a realistic scenario.

III. DISTRESSNET DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we describe the hardware, software and

network architectures of DistressNet, and the principles

employed during its design. A typical deployment scenario

involving all components (Table I) is depicted in Figure 1.

These components can be classified into three classes A, B

and C (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. DistressNet software architecture: (a) Class A: Sensing; (b) Class B: End User Interactive; (c) Class C: Network Backbone.

Component Class Function

BTag Sensor Class A Sensing

Seismic Sensor Class A Monitoring

Smartphone Class B End User Interface

Data Waypoint Class C Networking

Base Station Class C Networking

Vehicle Node Class C+A Networking & proxy

Sensor Proxy Class C+A Networking & proxy

Table I
DISTRESSNET COMPONENTS

A. Design Principles

Based on first hand accounts of US&R deployments and

responder requirements, we decided on a set of principles

that shall govern our design of DistressNet. A list of appli-

cable system design principles can be found in [27].

PRI1: Unmodified COTS Devices Governmental organiza-

tions are increasingly adopting COTS devices because of the

available support and software, at fairly economical prices as

compared to a custom platform. In many instances, US&R

responders have used their own personal iPhones during

disasters to email photographs of rubble piles. In any case,

one cannot assume a “jailbroken” device where one can

have complete control, as is fairly common with hardware

platforms used in academic research. Instead, the system has

to be designed such that stock capabilities of popular COTS

devices are sufficient, so that devices can be borrowed and

setup easily. A custom routing protocol or user replaceable

batteries are not possible on the iPhone, as an example.

PRI2: Open Standards and Protocols Standardized pro-

tocols, preferably of international scope, are emphasized.

Certain WiFi channels are allowed in Japan but not in the

USA; such issues should be planned for. At every layer of

the system, open formats and widely supported protocols

make integration of hardware with other international teams

much easier.

PRI3: App Oriented Design Because complexity is pushed

towards the application layer, updating the system becomes

easy and does not need recompiling/reflashing the entire

device, especially during disasters. When deployed on a

large scale over a variety of heterogeneous devices, PRI3

will significantly reduce roadblocks encountered in platform

EPIC mote

Steel Spike

Delsar 

Device

Figure 3. (a) Delsar life detector with steel spike driven into the ground,
and interfaced with an EPIC mote; (b) Mikrotik RB433UAH wireless router
mounted on a tripod and powered by a battery.

adoption. At the same time, simplicity in these complex apps

is necessary: when a human-computer interface is present,

having more than three buttons will cause the device to

be left behind in a vehicle, instead of being used by first

responders.

PRI4: “Premature Optimization is the Root of All Evil”

With DistressNet we first build a proof-of-concept imple-

mentation that captures most of the required functionality,

and then iteratively optimize the system based on deploy-

ment experiences. For example, we trade performance for

simplicity in the design of the Source Routing App, by using

a simplistic vehicle movement model. The gained simplicity

makes it easier to deploy DistressNet as a whole with limited

manpower, providing us with valuable experience which we

can then use in the next iteration of the Source Routing App.

B. Implementation

Class A: Sensing/Monitoring A Seismic Sensor (a Delsar

Life Detector + EPIC mote, as shown in Figure 3(a)) is a

device which monitors rubble piles for vibrations, while a

BTag Sensor (BTag stands for “Building Tag”) is an EPIC

mote which digitizes building tags, implementing REQ1 and

REQ2 respectively. They are classified as Class A hardware

(low power, battery powered, 802.15.4, no 802.11). The

software stack uses UDP, IPv6, Blip2/RPL and TinyOS

(Figure 2(a)).

Class B: End User Interactive Smartphones are used in

DistressNet to access field data. A BTag App (Figure 2(b)) is

used to program BTag Sensors once they are deployed, with

relevant information, while the Separation Detection App
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(Figure 2(b)) monitors a team’s separation status. They im-

plement part of requirements REQ2 and REQ3 respectively.

A new class of hardware, Class B, designates them (they

last a few days on battery, 802.11/3G very common, HCI

present). iPod Touches were used as smartphones because

of the lack of cell tower infrastructure.

Class C: Network Backbone Sensor Proxies, Base

Stations, Data Waypoints and Vehicle Nodes are Class C

components in DistressNet (last a few days on car batteries,

802.11, extensible via USB ports for 802.15.4, ample stor-

age). Because of their dual 802.15.4 and 802.11 functionality

(Figure 2(c)), they provide an interface into DistressNet for

Class A devices (“802.11-802.15.4 Switch” in Figure 2(c)).

A Mikrotik RB433UAH board (Figure 3(b)) has 2 USB slots

and 3 MiniPCI slots, allowing for a wide range of field-

installable functionality (plugging in a USB GPS receiver

can transform a Sensor Proxy into a Vehicle Node). The

routers have dual radios, operating in both 2.4GHz and

5GHz (802.11 IBSS mode). Smartphones and laptops con-

nect via the 2.4GHz radio since it is more common, while

the other radio is used for DTN and mesh routing. DTN is

implemented using IBR-DTN (Bundle server in Figure 2(c)),

while the OS is Linux-based OpenWRT.

Design Principles Devices from all three classes need

no modification and can be used off the shelf. 802.11 ad-

hoc mode is not supported on Android devices (without

jailbreaking), which made us choose iOS devices (PRI1).

Epic motes and Mikrotik routers do not need any modifica-

tion. The protocols, connectors and multimedia containers

used in the software stack of these devices include 802.11,

802.15.4, TCP/UDP/IPv4/IPv6, RPL, USB, OpenNMEA,

micro-SD, MiniPCI, MP4, M4V etc., all of which are

internationally accepted open standards or are candidates

for standardization (PRI2). DTN follows RFC 5050, OLSR

mesh routing is RFC3626. Collaboration between interna-

tional teams becomes easy, as does third party hardware

integration. Smartphone apps can be provisioned on multiple

devices irrespective of hardware generation (PRI3). A huge

ecosystem of mobile apps is available for first responders to

use in the field, due to the popularity of iOS and Android.

IV. DISTRESSNET APPLICATIONS

In this section we discuss the applications, their func-

tioning, and how they address responder requirements. The

Vibration Sensing App (Figure 2(a)) implements REQ1

by using a KNN classifier to accurately detect victim re-

sponses and filter out noise. The BTag app (Figure 2(b))

on Smartphones presents an interface to the digitized BTag

implemented on a Class A device (“Btag” in Figure 2(a)),

together implementing REQ2. The Separation Detection

App (Figure 2(b)) on Smartphones instantly alerts US&R

team members of lost tools or physical separation from other

members, thus implementing REQ3. The Source Routing

app (Figure 2(c)) on Class C devices implements REQ4
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Figure 4. Spectrum and signal of (a) stone drop (b) footstep.

by increasing situational awareness quantitatively, through

increasing aggregate throughput.

A. Vibration Sensing App (REQ1)

The FEMA US&R equipment cache list [3] mentions

Delsar Life Detection sensors: a steel spike that is driven

into rubble can then be monitored by responders for voices

or knocks from victims. Upon manually probing the rubble

at different places, the victim can be localized and rescue

operations can commence. Since these sensors do not have

any native networking capabilities, EPIC motes are used to

provide an interface, creating a Seismic Sensor component.

However, there are sources of noise like footsteps and

vibration from nearby vehicles which are also picked up.

The goal of the Vibration Sensing App is to automatically

detect and classify the source of vibration. To profile these

sources the steel spike of the sensor was driven into a small

wedge in a pavement outside our building on campus. Three

sources of noise/data are profiled: a stone dropped from a

height, human footsteps, and a knock made by a hammer on

a pavement. The fixed-point in-place 1024-bin FFT of two

of the sources is shown in Figure 4.

It is important to note that the amplitude of the signal

alone cannot be used to classify a source. Hence, two

features were extracted from the FFT: (i) average value

of the frequencies weighted by their respective amplitudes

(f1) and (ii) the mean amplitude of the frequencies (f2).

We then used these features in a simple KNN (k-nearest

neighbor) classifier, motivated by the fact that classification

has to be done on a resource constrained Sensor Proxy.

Suppose that we have g different types of data G1 . . . Gg

and n samples for each group, for a total of gn samples

s1 . . . sgn. Let each sample be a vector consisting of two

features [f1, f2]. The KNN classifier first needs to be trained

using these samples. Training consists of storing each sample

and its corresponding group in memory. Now, given a new

sample S = [F1F2] that needs to be classified, di =
√

(F1 − sf1i )2 + (F2 − sf2i )2 is computed for each of the gn
samples. The k smallest di are chosen and the corresponding

group for each sample is identified. The most common group

in the set of groups is returned as the solution.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) Markings indicate that the buildings have been searched; (b)
Screenshot of a BTag app on an iPod Touch.

B. BTag App (REQ2)

BTag Sensors are low power devices which manage meta-

data related to a building from a search and rescue viewpoint.

The primary motivation for this component was the current

state of art, where US&R personnel use paint on walls

(Figure 5(a)) to store information about the current search

status of a structure. This includes information like the

number of survivors inside, the location of chemical hazards

if any and the most recent date/time that the structure was

searched. This information is most likely to remain constant

and not change very often. Any vehicles in the vicinity

which drive by can electronically gather data from the BTag

Sensors, especially if they are outfitted with special chemical

or air quality sensors. These tags are first programmed by

search and rescue personnel once the search is complete, by

using the “BTag App” (Figure 2(b)). A screenshot of the

app running on an iPod Touch is shown in Figure 5(b).

C. US&R Team Separation Detection App (REQ3)

US&R operations in an unexplored large areas with

low visibility and potential hazards (e.g., collapsed tunnel,

chemical spills) are dangerous. Any incidents involving team

member separation or loss of vital tools (a “cut” in the

network) can slow down the victim rescue process because

of unnecessary delays. To meet the need for a separation

detection method, we develop an iOS application on an

iPod touch that enables each team member to monitor

connectivity to a team leader multiple hops away, and warns

a team member of physical separation from the team leader.

This app is inspired by the distributed cut detection

algorithm presented in [28]. A node in an electrical network

containing a current source will see a change in its potential

when there is a partition in the network, enabling it to

detect changes in network topology. Similarly, every node

n in a computer network maintains a positive scalar value

called the “state” st(n), updating it using the formula

st(n) = (
∑

N(n) st(i))/(|N(n)|+1), where N(n) is the set

of one hop neighbors of node n. A special source node S
injects a value I by updating its own state using the formula

st(S) =
I+

∑
N(S) st(i)

|N(S)|+1 . The state of each node converges,

given a network topology. A node in the same partition as

S after a cut will see its state converge to a higher value,

otherwise it drops to zero. The convergence time is fast

and the maximum delay in experiencing such a change is

bounded, as shown in [28]. Thus, this algorithm helps first

responders detect accidental separation in the team by using

only one hop communication.

D. Source Routing App (REQ4)

Data Model in DistressNet In DistressNet, mobile teams

visit multiple points of interest like collapsed buildings in

the affected area. These points of interest can be estab-

lished by the Incident Commander, in keeping with the

Incident Command System which is a subcomponent of the

National Incident Management System (NIMS) proposed

by FEMA[29]. These points of interest eventually act as

sources and destinations of data in DistressNet (for e.g.,

data generated by Seismic Sensors and BTag Sensors which

are placed at specific locations). A special point of interest

in DistressNet is the C2, which is the base of operations

and collects all data from the field. Vehicles used in the

environment act as carriers of data between these sources

and destinations, either directly or through inter-vehicle

data transfer. These operations typically last for days and

indicates that we may be able to take advantage of the

(planned) paths of vehicles in order to move data more

efficiently in DistressNet. Teams are assigned to search

areas by a dispatch command using a common vehicle

pool. Our assumptions about this model include the fact

that vehicles always move in loops on paths established

by the Incident Command at a fairly constant speed (like

the local speed limit), that all devices in the model have

enough on board storage (expandable via USB hard drives,

for example), and that vehicles do not arbitrarily change

paths or schedules unless planned. The relaxation of these

assumptions and solving the routing problem with minimal

a priori deployment knowledge is ongoing work.

The Source Routing App performs DTN source routing

when given a set of waypoints (Class C routers) placed

in the area of the disaster. These waypoints act as relays,

create contact opportunities between vehicles and hence

increases the aggregate throughput. In this subsection we

present a mathematical model that globally optimizes aggre-

gate throughput in the network by placing waypoints, and

hence makes source routing possible as a consequence. An

important feature of this model is that it considers the data

transferred per contact to be a function of the MTU size as

well as the vehicle’s speed, based on outdoor experiments.

Preliminaries: The amount of data transferred per contact

(DTC) between a stationary node and a mobile one, either

over 802.11 or 802.15.4, depends on the MTU size at the

network layer, in our case the DTN bundle size over TCP.

The DTC also depends on many factors including the speed

of the vehicle as well as the contact duration. It is therefore
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important to consider these factors as variables when model-

ing aggregate throughput in DistressNet. Consider vehicles

V = {V1 . . . Vn} in DistressNet, with the path of each

vehicle being a loop and hence representable by a closed

polygon Path(v) on which it travels at Speed(v). The time

taken by a vehicle to go from point A to point B both on

Path(v) and along it, is

T ime(A,B, Path(v)) = Dist(A,B, Path(v))/Speed(v)

The known path and speed is partly justified since disaster

response scenarios involve organized motor pools and coor-

dinated movement in the area. Let the set of data sources

be S and the set of destinations, D.

Any deployment additionally has a set of “flows” Z ,

with each Zi having a data source Zsrc
i ∈ S, a destination

Zdst
i ∈ D and the size of the data Zdata

i that can be sent

from the source to the destination. Note that a node may

act as a source as well as a destination in different flows. A

“waypoint” is a router placed at the intersection of the paths

of two vehicles such that data can be dropped by one can

be picked up by the other. Let X be the set of all possible

waypoint locations (areas where at least two paths intersect).

A “solution set” for each flow Zi ∈ Z means a sequence of

alternating vehicles and data waypoints that are capable of

carrying data from the source to the destination:

{Zsrc
i , v1i , x

1
i , v

2
i , x

2
i . . . Z

dst
i }, vi ∈ V and xi ∈ X

The time taken for data to flow using the solution set for a

Zi will then be

T (Zi) = T (Zsrc
i , x1

i , Path(v1i ))+· · ·+T (xn
i , Z

dst
i , Path(vni ))

Zdata
i can now be defined as Zdata

i =
min(con(v1i ), con(v

2
i ) . . . con(v

n
i )) where con(v) is

the maximal DTC that is possible between a node and the

vehicle v traveling at a speed Speed(v). The Waypoint

Placement Problem can now be formulated as follows:

Given an upper bound Xmax on the number

of waypoints (e.g., limited available hardware),

choose X∗ ⊆ X such that 1) for each flow

Zi ∈ Z , the solution set contains vehicles in V
and waypoint locations in X∗, 2) the aggregate

throughput
∑

z∈Z

Zdata

i

T (z) is maximized, and 3) the

cardinality of X∗ is less than Xmax

Solution: A representative graph G where each element

of S ∪ D ∪ X is a node can be constructed by draw-

ing an edge between any two vertices mi,mj visited by

a single vehicle v. The weight of this directed edge is

T ime(mi,mj , Path(v)). Considering random arrival times,

the weight becomes arr(v) + T ime(mi,mj, Path(v))

where arr(v) < Path(v)
Speed(v) . T (Zi) can be modified similarly.

Let a binary selection vector c = [c0, c1 . . . , c|X|] denote

whether a possible location xi ∈ X is chosen to be a data

Algorithm 1 Polynomial Placer

1: X∗

← φ
2: for each Zi ∈ Z do
3: paths← depth-first-search in G between Zsrc

i and Zdst

i

4: path← the path in paths with maximum
∑ Z

data
i

T (Zi)

5: Add all vertices in path to X∗

6: Remove Zsrc

i and Zdst

i from X∗

7: end for
8: c ← 0
9: for each xi ∈ X do

10: if xi ∈ X∗ then
11: ci ← 1

12: end if
13: end for

waypoint (1) or not (0). Let the subgraph G∗ denote the

graph formed by G by removing vertices indexed by a 0 in

c. The problem is now to find a binary vector c such that,

operating on G∗ we:

maximize

|Z|
∑

i=0

Zdata
i

T (Zi)
(1)

subject to T (Zi) 6= ∞ (2)

|X|
∑

i=0

ci ≤ Xmax (3)

Constraint 2 ensures that there is always a path in G∗

between the source and destination for each flow. This is

because the delay for a nonexistent edge will be set to inf ,
or equivalently, G∗ can be made fully connected with the

newly created edges having a very large weight. Constraint 3

ensures that the number of waypoints deployed is less than or

equal to the maximum possible. This problem can be recog-

nized as a binary integer programming problem and is thus

NP-hard. Popular heuristics include the branch-and-bound

algorithm, which is available in MATLAB as bintprog

or various algorithms available in ILOG/CPLEX. Once

the selection vector is available, source routing can be

performed by building the optimal path for each flow in

G∗ and noting the waypoints used in that flow.

A Polynomial Heuristic can be admitted if Xmax is

unbounded. The heuristic in Algoritm 1 chooses c such

that the aggregate throughput is maximum. First, all simple

paths between the source and destination for each flow is

computed using a depth first search algorithm (Step 3). For

each path, the throughput is computed by dividing the time

taken for a path (sum of edges) into the maximum data that

can be transferred on that flow, by considering per-contact

data transfer. The path with maximum throughput is then

chosen (Step 4). All the vertices in this path excluding the

source and destination are added to a previously empty set

X∗ (Steps 5, 6). This process is repeated for each flow.

The set X∗ will then contain the set of vertices which

will maximize the aggregate throughput by maximizing the

throughput for each flow, given that Xmax is unbounded.
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Figure 6. (a) (Top) Disaster City and (Bottom) A wood rubble pile; (b)
Map of Deployment: S1,S2 are sources, V1,V2,V3 are vehicles, WP1,WP2
are Data Waypoints, X are locations.

V. EVALUATION

DistressNet is a complex wireless, sensor, ad hoc and

delay tolerant system. In this section we present the per-

formance evaluation of the DistressNet apps which fulfill

requirements REQ1, REQ3 and REQ4. REQ1 has been

evaluated in the rubble piles of Disaster City (Figure 6(a))

near College Station, which is a comprehensive 52-acre

training facility for emergency responders with a realistic

disaster environment, including several rubble piles of wood

and concrete. Due to the functional and qualitative nature of

the Building Tag App (REQ2), it is used as a data source in

REQ4’s evaluation and is not evaluated on its own.

A. Vibration Sensing App (REQ1)

We evaluated our Vibration Sensing App in Disaster City

on three different rubble piles: one consisting of wooden

rubble, one of concrete, and another with a combination of

concrete and mud. In the latter one, the soft mud dampens

the vibrations caused inside the pile and hence makes

detection with a seismic sensor more challenging. Samples

for different types of events were gathered at each of these

piles: a stone drop, a footstep and a hammer strike. Half of

the samples were used to train the KNN classifier, and the

other half to evaluate performance. All samples were taken

at slightly different strike intensities and distances from the

sensor.

Results are shown in Figure 7(a). “wood1” represents

samples taken at the wooden pile with the default sensitivity

threshold of 25 and “wood2”, at a threshold of 50. A higher

threshold implies lower sensitivity. This higher threshold

was not possible on the two other piles since the sensor

could not register soft knocks and events. We conclude

that a k = 3 provides for optimal performance from the

KNN classifier with an average detection of accuracy of

73.33% independent of type of rubble, strike intensity and

the distance from the seismic sensor. This evaluation is

qualitative in that the LVRT depends upon the number of
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Figure 7. (a) KNN classifier accuracy as a function of k; and (b) Graph
of state versus time for a team of three responders.

sensors deployed and their location, indirectly helped by a

high detection accuracy.

B. Separation Detection (REQ3)

The effect of separation upon the state of a team member

is shown in Figure 7(b). An experiment was conducted inside

an urban building where iPod touches running the separation

detection app were given to each member. “One” is the team

leader and hence injects a constant state into the network.

Initially, all the team members were present in a single room

until time 30. Then, One and Two separated from Three by

going into another room. As a result, the state of Three drops

to zero since it is no longer connected to One, and the states

of Two as well as One increase and converge (time 40−60).

Then, One and Two move around in the large room with lot

of metallic wall sized objects, causing disconnection. This

disconnection is temporary and does not signal a separation.

Later, Two returns to the same room as Three at time 95.

As a result, the state of Three increases for time 100− 110
due to the residual state brought by Two, but both of them

quickly decrease to zero at 110 since they are no longer

connected to One. Finally, One reunites with Two and Three

at 140 causing all of their states to converge once again to

their initial values. The average detection delay, looking at

each of the three separation events and the corresponding

state at that time, is
(45−30)+(98−95)+(143−140)

3 = 7s. The

detection delay for separation as opposed to rejoining is a

little longer because of the guard interval before a node

declares a neighbor as disconnected.

C. Source Routing App (REQ4)

We designed a deployment (Figure 6(b) ) involving three

cars and three flows with three data producing/consuming

nodes. Flow1 in the following text refers to Seismic Sensing

data sent from Source1 to the C2, Flow2 is BTag Sensor data

from Source2 to the C2, and Flow 3 is Seismic Sensing data

from Source1 to Source 2 (representing sound samples being

sent to a subject matter expert). The two possible waypoint

locations were WP1 and WP2. There are four configurations

possible with two locations: none (config0), both (config3),

WP1 only (config1) and WP2 only (config2). The goodput

for each flow was experimentally measured for all possible

waypoint configurations. Because a large number of Seismic
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Figure 8. Expt. 1: Epidemic routing performance in terms of (a) latency
and (b) goodput; Expt. 2: Source routing performance in terms of (c) latency
and (d) goodput.

Sensors and BTag Nodes are required to impose a significant

load on the system, we decided to synthetically generate data

at high rates on the respective Sensor Proxies.

[Expt. 1: Epidemic Routing/No DTC optimization]

For this experiment all nodes performed epidemic routing.

Results for the goodput and delay are presented in Fig-

ure 8(a,b). Payload size was chosen to be 100KB, each

flow generated data at every 20 seconds, vehicles moved at

around 20mph. It has to be noted that the sources themselves

act as data waypoints due to the nature of Epidemic routing -

hence, the goodput improvement between the configurations

is not that high as compared to the following experiment.

config3 proved to be optimal by providing the highest

aggregate goodput across all the flows. If we consider only

flows 1 and 2, since Flow3 does not need any additional

waypoints (since the same vehicle passes through sources 1

and 2), configs 1 and 3 are almost equal.

[Expt. 2: Source Routing/With DTC optimization] For

this experiment, values from the WiFi and 802.15.4 contact

experiments were used to determine the payload sizes of

flows. In addition to source routing replacing Epidemic

routing of the previous experiment as well as choosing

an optimal bundle size, security at the DTN layer was

enabled. Flow2 was converted to a 802.15.4 flow with

the vehicle picking up data from Source2 using 802.15.4

instead of Wifi. Flow1 was still WiFi based - this meant

all deliveries to Source2 were made over Wifi. The payload

sizes for Wifi and 802.15.4 were chosen to be 300KB and

90B respectively. However, once a vehicle picked up 90B

packets, they were marshaled into 300KB DTN bundles.

Data was generated every 30 seconds. The maximum delay

in config0 is high because there is no data replication

(and only opportunistic contact between vehicles), but when

waypoints are present, the delay is comparable in spite of
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Figure 9. DTC vs Bundle size for WiFi over TCP/IPv4

the increased payload size and overhead due to security.

The aggregate goodput increases by 110% (11.321 to

23.833 KBps) when source routing is used since unnecessary

copies of bundles are not created, leading to efficient and

non-redundant per-contact data transfers. A 27.32% decrease

in latency (17.75 to 12.9 min) is observed because of the

non-redundancy. Thus, the C2 is able to obtain data from

the field and achieve a high level of situational awareness

by making use of the vehicle movement patters in the field

by distributing source routes to nodes.

VI. LESSONS LEARNED

Observations made during the deployment (noticing that

DTC depends on the MTU), lead to changes in the theory

behind the design. In this section we share those observa-

tions, how our hardware requirements have evolved and our

more recent efforts on energy efficiency in DistressNet.

Hardware Evolution: Initial versions of DistressNet at-

tempted to use Linksys WRT54GL because of its popularity

in academic research. It has a single WiFi interface and

poses problems for DHCP and other network configuration

issues. Lack of 802.15.4 functionality was a problem and

prevented seamless integration of BTag Sensors/Seismic

Sensors. The Netgear WNDR3700v1 (1 USB port, dual

radios) was then chosen to fix the problem. All the 5GHz

interfaces of all the routers belong to the same subnet

(192.168.50.x), while each 2.4GHz interface of a router has

its own subnet (192.168.x.0), making DTN and meshing

very easy. However, limited on board flash memory meant

that adding fat libraries like Boost was problematic. The

Mikrotik RB433UAH has 512MB ROM/128MB RAM. This

platform allowed for luxurious debugging as well. Decisions

about upgrading the hardware saved a lot of time by

preventing many practical roadblocks.

Data Transferred Per Contact In our experiments we

noticed that the DTC depends on the MTU at the network

layer (both over 802.15.4/UDP/RPL and 802.11/TCP/DTN).

In DistressNet, DTN routing is implemented in the appli-

cation layer by design, using “convergence layers” (RFC

5050) for network compatibility. Vehicles pick up data from

roadside nodes like Sensor Proxies over the DTN layer,

which happens over TCP as UDP does not support bundle

sizes greater than the MTU. Since the Bundle Server has

to look at its local cache and decide whether to transfer a
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particular bundle to this vehicle or not, the DTC depends on

the size of the bundle. The optimal bundle size turns out to

be > 200KB for a variety of vehicle speeds (Figure 9). In-

terestingly, drive-by data pickup over 802.15.4 also exhibits

the same behavior, except that in this case, the maximum

MTU size yields the highest DTC.

802.11 PSM and IBSS: In order to truly extend the

lifetime of the system, duty cycling the 802.11 radios which

draw around 200mA when active is necessary. Because the

majority of the devices in DistressNet operate in the IBSS

mode, power saving mode (PSM) support for IBSS mode

in the hardware is essential. However, implementing this

functionality in the linux ath9k drivers (used by the R52Hn

WiFi cards) is not a trivial task. Hence, we could only

enable PSM functionality for Smartphones and laptops by

setting the 2.4GHz interface of Class C routers to operate in

AP mode instead of ad-hoc. Experimental verification was

performed using MiniPCI extenders which allowed us to

isolate and measure the current drawn by a MiniPCI card,

used in the RB433UAH as well as older laptops. Once IBSS

mode PSM is implemented, rudimentary energy savings can

be achieved by simply enabling it in the OS.

VII. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

DistressNet reduces the disaster rescue time by ful-

filling first responder requirements. A Vibration Sensing

App running on an EPIC mote is able to identify victim-

specific sounds with 73.3% accuracy, while a BTag App

digitizes search statuses as well as survivor data, thus en-

abling automated data collection. Requirements are fulfilled

quantitatively as well, with the Team Separation detection

algorithm running on an iPod Touch being able to detect

separation within seconds. The Source Routing App in-

creases throughput by 110.52% while reducing latency by

27.32%. The whole system is designed for the integration

of heterogeneous technologies, using only battery powered

devices, and relevant subsystems have been evaluated in

realistic conditions.
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